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Abstract
Let D be a Dedekind domain with characteristic p > 0. In this paper, we are interested in the
D-algebras Int[k](D) of integer-valued polynomials with all their k-first finite differences. Mainly,
we describe the characteristic ideals J [k]n (D) of Int[k](D). When D = V is the ring of a discrete
valuation domain, we correct an old formula given by Barsky and we construct bases of the V -module
Int[k](V ). When D = Fq [T ], we give a more explicit formula for the J [k]n (Fq [T ])’s and describe a
new basis for Int[k](Fq [T ]) that comes from a regular basis of Int(Fq [T ]) introduced by M. Car.
 2005 Published by Elsevier Inc.
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1. Introduction
Let D be a domain with quotient field K , and f be a polynomial of K[X]. The polyno-
mial f is said to be an integer-valued polynomial on D if, for every a ∈ D, f (a) belongs
to D. The set of integer-valued polynomials on D is denoted by Int(D):
Int(D) = {f ∈ K[X] | f (a) ∈ D for all a ∈ D}.
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286 D. Adam / Journal of Algebra 296 (2006) 285–300For every h ∈ D∗, the polynomial
∆hf (X) = f (X + h)− f (X)
h
is the first difference of f with respect to h. For h1, . . . , hk ∈ D∗, we define the difference
of f of order k with respect to h1, . . . , hk by induction on k:
∆h1,...,hkf (X) = ∆hk (∆h1,...,hk−1f )(X).
The polynomial f and its k-first differences are said to be integer-valued if for all
h1, . . . , hk ∈ D∗, the polynomials f,∆h1f, . . . ,∆h1,...,hkf belong to Int(D).
The set of integer-valued polynomials with their k-first differences is denoted by
Int[k](D) [9, Chapter IX]
Int[k](D) = {f ∈ K[X] | f,∆h1f, . . . ,∆h1,...,hk f ∈ Int(D) for all h1, . . . , hk ∈ D∗}.
By convention, Int[0](D) = Int(D). The sequence (Int[k](D))k∈N is a decreasing sequence
of D-algebras [10, §15]. We define the D-algebra Int[∞](D) of integer valued polynomials
with all their differences by
Int[∞](D) =
⋂
k0
Int[k](D).
Definition 1. Let B be a domain such that D[X] ⊆ B ⊆ Int(D). For every n ∈ N, the nth
characteristic ideal of B is the fractional ideal Jn(B) formed by the leading coefficients of
polynomials of B of degree  n:
Jn(B) = {0} ∪
{
α ∈ K | ∃f ∈ B such that f = αXn + · · ·}.
When B is a free D-module, a basis (Pn(X))n∈N of B is said regular if, for every
n ∈ N,degPn = n.
Proposition 2 [9, Proposition II.1.3]. The D-module B has a regular basis if and only if
all the ideals Jn(B) are principal fractional ideals of D. When B has a regular basis, we
can take for the nth element of a regular basis any element of B whose leading coefficient
generates the ideal Jn(B).
The aim of this paper is to obtain informations on the structure of the D-algebras
Int[k](D). In 1959, Carlitz gave a regular basis of Int[k](Z).
Theorem 3 [8, Theorem 4]. For all k,n ∈ N, let
L[k]n = LCM{j1j2 · · · jr | r  k, ji  1, j1 + j2 + · · · + jr  n}.
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(
X
n
) form a regular basis of Int[k](Z), where (X
n
)
denotes the polyno-
mial (
X
n
)
= X(X − 1) · · · (X − n+ 1)
n! .
Moreover, the polynomials
∏
p∈P p
[ n
p
](X
n
) form a regular basis of Int[∞](Z) where P de-
notes the set of primes numbers.
Thanks to a regular basis of Int(Fq [T ]) described by Carlitz (cf. [7]), Wagner [12, The-
orem 5.1] showed an analogous result for Int[k](Fq [T ]) (cf. Section 5 below). In the same
section, using a regular basis of Int(Fq [T ]) described by M. Car, we will give another
regular basis of Int[k](Fq [T ]) (cf. Theorem 26).
We are interested in proving analogous results in the case when D is a Dedekind domain
of characteristic p > 0. One knows [9, Proposition IX.1.5] that Int[k](D) behaves well with
respect to localization, that is,
(
Int[k](D)
)
p
= Int[k](Dp)
for every prime ideal p of D. Thus, we may restrict the study to the local case:
Let V be the ring of a discrete valuation v, with uniformizing parameter t and with a
finite residue field of cardinality q .
Since V is a principal ideal domain, any subring B of Int(V ) has a regular basis. Let
k ∈ N ∪ {∞}. The characteristic sequence (δk(n))n∈N of V is defined by
Jn
(
Int[k](V )
)= tδk(n)V .
Recall that the characteristic sequence of Int(V ) is [9, Chapter II]
δ0(n) = wq(n) =
∑
j1
[
n
qj
]
.
Define the integer λk(n) by
λk(n) = wq(n)− δk(n).
For all j ∈ N, we denote by vq(j) the largest power of q dividing j .
In [2, Proposition III.1], Barsky gives the value
λk(n) = sup
{
vq(j1)+ · · · + vq(jr ) | r  k, ji  1, j1 + · · · + jr  n
}
.
But, Cahen and Chabert described explicit counterexamples (cf. [9, §IX.3]).
The aim of this paper is mainly to correct the value of λk(n) in the case when V is the
ring of a discrete valuation of characteristic p > 0. Then, globalizing this result, we obtain
the characteristic ideals of Int[k](D) when D is a Dedekind domain of characteristic p > 0,
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the Vandermonde’s formula.
2. Like Vandermonde’s formulas
Let D be a domain of characteristic p > 0.
Convention. Let k = ∑j0 kjbj and n = ∑j0 njbj be the b-adic expansions of the
integers k and n. The b-digits of n are said to be greater than the b-digits of k if, for every
j  0, nj  kj .
Definition 4. Let (un)n∈N be a sequence of elements of D. The sequence (un)n∈N has the
p-property if, for all k,n ∈ N such that the p-digits of n are greater than the p-digits of k,
we have un−k = un − uk .
If the sequence (un)n∈N has the p-property, then u0 = 0.
Proposition 5 (First Vandermonde’s formula). Let (un)n∈N be a sequence of elements of D
with the p-property, and let Gn(X) =∏n−1k=0(X−uk). Then, for every n ∈ N, the following
equality holds:
Gn(X + Y) =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Gn−k(Y )Gk(X). (1)
Proof. We prove the equality by induction on n. The cases n = 0 and n = 1 are obvious.
For n 1, we have
Gn+1(X + Y) = Gn(X + Y)(X + Y − un)
=
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Gn−k(Y )×
(
Y − (un − uk)
)×Gk(X)
+
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Gn−k(Y )Gk(X)× (X − uk).
By Lucas’ theorem, the only k’s that appear in the sum are the k whose p-digits are smaller
that the p-digits of n. Since the sequence (uk)k∈N has the p-property, we have
Gn+1(X + Y) =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Gn−k(Y )× (Y − un−k)×Gk(X)
+
n∑(n
k
)
Gn−k(Y )Gk(X)× (X − uk)k=0
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n+1∑
k=0
(
n+ 1
k
)
Gn+1−k(Y )Gk(X).
This ends the induction. 
From now on, we assume
Hypothesis H. V is the ring of a discrete valuation v, with uniformizing parameter t and,
with a finite residue field F of cardinality q . Assume that the characteristic of V is p > 0.
Recall Bhargava’s notion of v-ordering [3]:
Definition 6. A sequence (un)n∈N of elements of V is a v-ordering of V if, one has
v
(
n−1∏
k=0
(un − uk)
)
 v
(
n−1∏
k=0
(x − uk)
)
for all n ∈ N, x ∈ V.
Then, we have
Proposition 7 [3]. Let (un)n∈N be a v-ordering of V . The sequence of polynomials associ-
ated to the v-ordering (un)n∈N
fn(X) = t−wq(n)
n−1∏
k=0
(X − uk)
is a regular basis of Int(V ).
Proposition 8 (Second Vandermonde’s formula). Let (un)n∈N be a v-ordering of V with
the p-property and let (fn(X))n∈N be the sequence of associated polynomials. Then, for
every n ∈ N, one has
fn(X + Y) =
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
fn−k(Y )fk(X). (2)
Proof. One knows that, for all j ∈ N,
wq(j) = j − (j0 + · · · + js)
q − 1
where the ji are the q-digits of j . Hence, if the q-digits of n are greater than the q-digits
of k, one has
wq(n) = wq(n− k)+wq(k).
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of n. As a consequence, the q-digits of the k’s that appear in formula (1) are smaller than
the q-digits of n. Hence, we have
Gn(X + Y)
twq(n)
=
n∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Gn−k(Y )
twq(n−k)
Gk(X)
twq(k)
.
This ends the proof. 
3. Regular bases for Int[k](V ) in characteristic p > 0
We still assume Hypothesis H. First, we construct a new regular basis for Int(V ).
Proposition 9. Let (un)n∈N be a v-ordering of V with u0 = 0, and let (fn(X))n∈N be the
sequence of associated polynomials. For every n 0, let Hn(X) be the polynomial defined
by
Hn(X) = tvq (n+1) fn+1(X)
X
.
Then, the following assertions are equivalent:
(1) the sequence (un)n1 is a v-ordering of V ,
(2) the polynomials Hn(X) form a regular basis of Int(V ),
(3) for all n 0, v(u1)+ · · · + v(un)wq(n).
Proof. We know that wq(n+1)−wq(n) = vq(n+1). Hence, (1) is equivalent to (2). If (1)
holds, one has, for all x ∈ V , t−wq(n)∏n−1k=0(x − uk) ∈ V . Replacing x by 0, we obtain (3).
Let us show that (3) implies (2).
The degree of Hn(X) is n and its leading coefficient is t−wq(n). It follows from Propo-
sition 7 that it is enough to show that, for all 0 j  n, we have
tvq (n+1) fn+1(x)
x
∣∣∣∣
x=uj
∈ V.
This is obvious for 0 < j  n. For j = 0, (3) implies that
v
(
fn+1(x)
x
∣∣∣∣
x=0
)
wq(n)−wq(n+ 1)−vq(n+ 1)
and tvq (n+1) fn+1(x)
x
|x=0 ∈ V . 
Note that when the sequence (un)n1 is a v-ordering of V , the sequence of polynomials
(Hn(X))n∈N is the sequence of associated polynomials.
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We first recall
Definition 10 [9, Chapter II]. A sequence (un)n∈N of elements of V is a very well
distributed and well ordered sequence of V (VWDWO) if, for all k,n ∈ N, we have
v(un − uk) = vq(n− k).
Remark 11.
(1) It is easy to see that a VWDWO sequence (un)n∈N of V is a v-ordering of V . Moreover,
for every integer k, the sequence (un)nk is also a VWDWO sequence of V .
(2) It is easy to build a VWDWO sequence of V . Let u0 = 0, u1, . . . , uq−1 be a set of
representatives of V/(t). Following Amice [1], for every n ∈ N with q-adic expansion
n = n0 + n1q + · · · + nsqs,
we put
un = un0 + un1 t + · · · + uns ts .
This sequence (un)n∈N is a VWDWO sequence of V .
Definition 12. A VWDWO sequence defined as above is called an Amice’s sequence.
Lemma 13. There exists a v-ordering (un)n∈N of V such that
(1) the sequence (un)n1 is a v-ordering of V ,
(2) the sequence (un)n∈N has the p-property.
Proof. The residue field F is an algebraic extension of Fp of degree f , where q = pf .
Let ξ ∈ V be a representative of a primitive element of F/Fp . For every 0  k < p, put
uk = k. For every p  k  q − 1 with p-adic expansion k =∑f−1j=0 kjpj , put
uk = uk0 + uk1ξ + · · · + ukf ξf−1.
Then, using the sequence (un)0j<q , we construct the Amice’s sequence. By Remark 11,
the sequence (un)n1 is a v-ordering of V . The q-digits of n are greater than the q-digits
of k. To show the p-property of the sequence (un)n∈N, it is enough to prove it for 0 k 
n < q . This is immediate by construction. 
The description of a regular basis of Int[k](V ) follows closely the proof of [9, Theo-
rem IX.3.5].
Lemma 14. Let (un)n∈N be a v-ordering of V with the p-property and such that (un)n1
is a v-ordering of V . Let (fn(X))n∈N be the sequence of polynomials associated to the
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are integer-valued if and only if, for all n k, we have v(an) v(l[k]n ) where
l[k]n = sup
{
vq(j1)+ vq(j2)+ · · · + vq(jk)
| j1 + j2 + · · · + jk  n (ji  1) and p 
(
n
j1, j2, . . . , jk
)}
.
Proof. By Proposition 8, we have, for every h ∈ V ∗,
f (X + h)− f (X) =
d∑
n=0
an
n∑
l=0
(
n
l
)
fn−l (h)fl(X)− f (X)
=
d−1∑
l=0
(
d∑
n=l+1
(
n
l
)
anfn−l (h)
)
fl(X)
=
d−1∑
l=0
(
d−l∑
n=1
(
n+ l
l
)
an+lfn(h)
)
fl(X).
Consequently,
∆hf (X) =
d−1∑
l=0
(
d−l∑
n=1
(
n+ l
l
)
an+l t−vq(n)Hn−1(h)
)
fl(X) (3)
where the Hi are defined in Proposition 9. We define Th;l (f ) ∈ K by
∆hf (X) =
d−1∑
l=0
Th;l (f )fl(X).
More generally, for h1, h2, . . . , hk ∈ V ∗, we define Th1,h2,...,hk;l (f ) ∈ K by
∆h1,h2,...,hkf (X) =
d−k∑
l=0
Th1,h2,...,hk;l (f )fl(X).
It follows from formula (3) that
Th;l (f ) =
d−l∑
n=1
(
n+ l
l
)
an+l t−vq(n)Hn−1(h),
and, by iteration, we have
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∑
E
(
j1 + j2 + · · · + jk + l
j1, j2, . . . , jk
)
t−(vq (j1)+vq(j2)+···+vq(jk))
aj1+j2+···+jk+l ×Hj1−1(h1)Hj2−1(h2) · · ·Hjk−1(hk)
where E is the set
E = {(j1, j2, . . . , jk) ∈ Nk, ji  1 | j1 + j2 + · · · + jk  d − l},
and
(
j1 + j2 + · · · + jk + l
j1, j2, . . . , jk
)
= (j1 + j2 + · · · + jk + l)!
j1!j2! · · · jk! .
The polynomial ∆h1,h2,...,hkf (X) belong to Int(V ) if and only if, for every 0 l  d − k,
the elements Th1,h2,...,hk;l(f ) are in V . Since the Hn form a regular basis of Int(V ),
this condition is satisfied for all h1, . . . , hk ∈ V ∗ if and only if, for p not dividing(
j1+j2+···+jk+l
j1,j2,...,jk
)
, the coefficients
t−(vq (j1)+vq(j2)+···+vq(jk))aj1+j2+···+jk+l
are in V (cf. [9, Proposition IX.1.3]), that is v(an) v(l[k]n ). 
By considering all the finite differences of order  k, we deduce the
Theorem 15. Let k ∈ N ∪ {∞}, and for every n ∈ N, let
λk(n) = sup
{
vq(j1)+ vq(j2)+ · · · + vq(jr )
| r  k, j1 + j2 + · · · + jr  n (ji  1) and p 
(
n
j1, j2, . . . , jr
)}
.
Let (un)n∈N be a v-ordering of V with the p-property and such that (un)n1 is a v-
ordering of V . Let (fn(X))n∈N be the sequence of associated polynomials. Then, the
polynomials tλk(n)fn(X) form a regular basis of Int[k](V ).
4. Globalization
By globalization of the results of the previous section, we deduce
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The nth characteristic ideal of Int[k](D) is
Jn
(
Int[k](D)
)= ∏
pen
( ∏
M∈Max(D)
N(M)=pe
M
)−δk;pe (n)
,
with δk;pe = wpe(n)− λk;pe (n) and
λk;pe (n) = sup
{
vpe(j1)+ vpe(j2)+ · · · + vpe(jr )
| r  k, j1 + j2 + · · · + jr  n (ji  1) and p 
(
n
j1, j2, . . . , jr
)}
.
In particular, when D = Fq [T ], we have an explicit description of the characteris-
tic ideals of Int[k](Fq [T ]). To do this, we need some polynomials introduced by Carlitz
(see [5]).
Let i ∈ N∗. We denote by [i], Li, and Di the following polynomials of Fq [T ]
[i] = T qi − T ,
Li = [i][i − 1] · · · [1] = LCM
{
h ∈ Fq [T ] | degh = i
}
,
Di = [i][i − 1]q · · · [1]qi−1 =
∏
h∈Fq [T ]
h monic
degh=i
h
(see [11, Proposition 3.1.6] for an elementary proof of the two last equalities). For more
convenience, we put L−1 = L0 = 1 and D0 = 1.
Let n be an integer with q-adic expansion n = n0 + n1q + · · · + nsqs . The n-th Carlitz’
factorial (see [6]) is the polynomial defined by
n!C = Dn00 Dn11 · · ·Dnss .
Define the polynomial L[k]n by
L[k]n = LCM
{
Lvq(j1)Lvq(j2) · · ·Lvq(jr ) | r  k, j1 + j2 + · · · + jr  n (ji  1)
and p 
(
n
j1, j2, . . . , jr
)}
.
Then, by an easy calculation, Theorem 16 gives
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Jn
(
Int[k]
(
Fq [T ]
))= (L[k]n
n!C
)
Fq [T ].
Remark 18. This corollary is an immediate consequence of Wagner’s result (see Theo-
rem 19 below). Proposition 20 below gives an explicit formula for L[k]n .
5. Regular bases of Int[k](Fq[T ])
We use the notation introduced in the previous section. In [7], Carlitz built a regular
basis of Int(Fq [T ]) in the following manner: For every i ∈ N, put
Ψi(X) =
∏
h∈Fq [T ]
degh<i
(X − h).
For every n ∈ N with q-adic expansion n = n0 + n1q + · · · + nsqs , define the polynomial
Cn(X) by
Cn(X) =
s∏
i=0
(
Ψi(X)
Di
)ni
.
The polynomials Cn(X) form a regular basis of Int(Fq [T ]) [7, Theorem 11].
Thanks to Carlitz’ basis, Wagner showed
Theorem 19 [12, Theorem 5.1]. The polynomials L[k]n Cn(X) form a regular basis of
Int[k](Fq [T ]).
Now, we give another basis of Int[k] (Fq [T ]) that is based on a regular basis of
Int(Fq [T ]) introduced by M. Car. First, we give a more suitable expression of L[k]n . For
all n ∈ N, we denote by σp(n) the sum of the p-digits of n.
Proposition 20. Let n ∈ N be with q-adic expansion n = n0 + n1q + · · · + nsqs . If k <
σp(ns), let s0 = −1. If k  σp(ns), let s0 be the greatest non-negative integer such that
σp(ns)+ · · · + σp(ns−s0) k.
Then, we have the equality
L[k]n = Lσp(ns)s · · ·L
σp(ns−s0 )
s−s0 L
k−σp(ns)−···−σp(ns−s0 )
s−s0−1 . (4)
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L[k]n = Lσp(ns)s Lσp(ns−1)s−1 · · ·L
σp(n0)
0 .
Proof. Consider the set
S =
{
Lvq(j1)Lvq(j2) · · ·Lvq(jr ) | r  k, j1 + j2 + · · · + jr  n (ji  1)
and p 
(
n
j1, j2, . . . , jr
)}
.
We first prove that on the one hand L := Lσp(ns)s · · ·Lσp(ns−s0 )ns−s0 L
k−σp(ns)−···−σp(ns−s0 )
s−s0−1
belongs to S. We define the following sequences of integers (ji)1ik, (li)1ik,
(mi)1ik, (si)1ik by
m1 = n and for 2 i  k, mi = n− j1 − · · · − ji−1,
si =
[
logq(mi)
]
, li =
[
logp
([
mi
qsi
])]
and ji = pli qsi .
Necessarily, this process ends at an integer i = M  k. For all 1  i  M , p  (mi
ji
)
by
Lucas’ theorem. Hence
p 
(
n
j1, j2, . . . , ji
)
and Ls1Ls2 · · ·LsM ∈ S.
The number of ji with the same “q-adic valuation” r is σp(nr) if r > s−s0 or k−σp(ns)−
· · · − σp(ns−s0) if r = s − s0 − 1 or 0 if r < s − s0 − 1. Thus L ∈ S.
On the other hand, let Lαss L
αs−1
s−1 · · ·La00 ∈ S. Again, by Lucas’ theorem,
αs + αs−1 + · · · + α0 M and for all 0 i  s, αi  σp(ni).
We deduce that Lαss L
αs−1
s−1 · · ·La00 | L, since Li | Lj for i  j . 
Corollary 21. Let j  n be two integers with q-adic expansions j = j0 + j1q + · · · + jsqs
and n = n0 +n1q+· · ·+nsqs . If, for all 0 i  s, σp(ji) σp(ni), then L[k]j divides L[k]n .
Proof. Let s0 (respectively s′0) be the integer introduced in Proposition 20 for L[k]n (respec-
tively L[k]j ). Then, one has s0  s′0. It follows from Proposition 20 and from the definition
of the Li ’s, that
L[k]n =
s∏
l=s−s0
[l]
∑s
c=l σp(nc)
s−s0−1∏
l=0
[l]k and L[k]j =
s∏
l=s−s′0
[l]
∑s
c=l σp(jc)
s−s′0−1∏
l=0
[l]k.
This gives the result. 
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q > p, and let s  1. Then L[k]pqs = Ls and L[k]2qs = L2s .
Recall now the construction of a new regular basis of Int(Fq [T ]) given by M. Car (see
also [3, §7]). In [4], M. Car introduces a one-to-one correspondence (Car’s sequence)
between N and Fq [T ]:
Let a0 = 0, and a1, . . . , aq−1 be the elements of Fq . For every integer n of q-adic ex-
pansion n = n0 + n1q + · · · + nsqs , let
an = a0 + a1T + · · · + asT s.
Then, we have
Proposition 23. The sequence of polynomials
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
=
n−1∏
k=0
X − ak
an − ak
is a regular basis of Int(Fq [T ]).
To built a new basis of Int[k](Fq [T ]) from Car’s basis, we restrict the choice for the
ordering of the elements of Fq , analogously to the v-ordering of Lemma 13. For all 0 
i  p − 1, one puts ai = i ∈ Fp . Then, we choose a primitive element ξ for the extension
Fq/Fp . For all 0 i < q = pf with p-adic expansion i = i0 + i1p + · · · + if−1pf−1, one
puts finally,
ai = i0 + i1ξ + · · · + if−1ξf−1.
Then, with this sequence (ai)0i<q for the elements of Fq , we construct a special Car’s
sequence (an)n∈N.
Lemma 24. Let 0  j < q be with p-adic expansion j = j0 + j1p + · · · + jsps . Then,
there exists a subset I˜ of {0, . . . , j} such that, for all γ ∈ I˜ , σp(γ ) σp(j) and
j∏
m=0
(Y − am) =
∑
γ∈I˜
βγ Y
γ ,
with βγ ∈ Fq .
Proof. Let 0  b < s. Obviously, the set {aj | 0  j < pb} is a Fp-vector space. Using
Moore’s determinant (see [11, Chapter 1]), one has
pb−1∏
(Y − am) =
b∑
αcY
pc ,m=0 c=0
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j∏
m=0
(Y − am) =
js−1∏
ls=0
ps−1∏
m=0
(
Y − als ξ s − am
) js−1−1∏
ls−1=0
ps−1−1∏
m=0
(
Y − ajs ξ s − als−1ξ s−1 − am
)
· · ·
j0−1∏
l0=0
(
Y − als ξ s − als−1ξ s−1 − · · · − al1ξ − al0
)
,
we deduce easily the result by linearity and distributivity. 
Proposition 25. Let n = n0 + n1q + · · · + nsqs be an integer. Let I be the set
I = {α = (α0, α1, . . . , αs) ∈ {0,1, . . . , q − 1}s+1 | σp(αi) σp(ni) for all 0 i  s}.
Then,
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
=
∑
α=(α0,α1,...,αs )∈I
Aα
(
Ψs(X)
Ds
)αs(Ψs−1(X)
Ds−1
)αs−1
· · ·
(
Ψ0(X)
D0
)α0
,
where the Aα’s are in Fq [T ].
Proof. Since Car’s basis and Carlitz’ basis are two bases of Int(Fq [T ]), there exists ζn ∈
F×q such that
n−1∏
k=0
(an − ak) = ζnn!C = ζn
s∏
i=0
D
ni
i .
Hence, we have
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
= ζ−1n
ns−1∏
l=0
∏
degh<s(X − (alT s + h))
Ds
·
ns−1−1∏
l=0
∏
degh<s−1(X − (ans T s + alT s−1 + h))
Ds−1
· · ·
n0−1∏
l=0
(X − (ans T s + ans−1T s−1 + · · · + a1T + al))
D0
.
By definition of the polynomials Ψi(X), and thanks to the facts that the polynomials Ψi(X)
are Fq -linear (see[5]) and Ψi(T i) = Di , one has
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X
n
)
Fq [T ]
= ζ−1n
ns−1∏
l=0
(
Ψs(X)
Ds
− al
) ns−1−1∏
l=0
(
Ψs−1(X − ans T s)
Ds−1
− al
)
· · ·
n0−1∏
l=0
(
Ψ0(X − (ans T s + · · · + a1T ))
D0
− al
)
.
Since the polynomials Ψi(X)
Di
belong to Int(Fq [T ]) and are Fq -linear, we have
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
= ζ−1n
ns−1∏
l=0
(
Ψs(X)
Ds
− al
) ns−1−1∏
l=0
(
Ψs−1(X)
Ds−1
−Bs−1 − al
)
· · ·
n0−1∏
l=0
(
Ψ0(X)
D0
−B0 − al
)
where the Bi ’s are in Fq [T ]. Lemma 24 gives the result by distributivity. 
Now, we can prove
Theorem 26. Let (an)n∈N be a special Car’s sequence as defined after Proposition 23. The
polynomials L[k]n
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ] form a regular basis of Int[k](Fq [T ]), where
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
=
n−1∏
j=0
X − aj
an − aj .
Proof. Since J [k]n (Fq [T ]) = (L
[k]
n
n!C )Fq [T ] by Corollary 17, the leading coefficient of
L
[k]
n
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ] is a generator of J
[k]
n (Fq [T ]). As a consequence, we only need to show that
L
[k]
n
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ] belongs to Int
[k](Fq [T ]). By Proposition 25, one has
L[k]n
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
=
∑
α=(α0,α1,...,αs )∈I
L[k]n Aα
(
Ψs(X)
Ds
)αs(Ψs−1(X)
Ds−1
)αs−1
· · ·
(
Ψ0(X)
D0
)α0
.
For every α = (α0, α1, . . . , αs) ∈ I , we denote by β(α) the integer
β(α) = α0 + α1q + · · ·αsqs.
By Corollary 21, for all α ∈ I , L[k]β(α) divides L[k]n . Hence, we can write
L[k]n
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
=
∑
FαL
[k]
β(α)
(
Ψs(X)
Ds
)αs(Ψs−1(X)
Ds−1
)αs−1
· · ·
(
Ψ0(X)
D0
)α0
,α=(α0,α1,...,αs )∈I
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L
[k]
β(α)
(
Ψs(X)
Ds
)αs(Ψs−1(X)
Ds−1
)αs−1
· · ·
(
Ψ0(X)
D0
)α0
are elements of Wagner’s basis of Int[k](Fq [T ]), we conclude that
L[k]n
(
X
n
)
Fq [T ]
∈ Int[k](Fq [T ]). 
Remark 27.
(1) It would be interesting to find a proof of Theorem 26 that does not use Wagner’s basis.
(2) We do not know whether Theorem 26 is still true for any Car’s sequence, that is, with
any choice of ordering for the elements of Fq .
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